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--------------------Dear: [email]
We found your e-mail address at the following website/domain name: [Page-domain]
We at Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) are sending this News Release to email
addresses on public websites primarily beginning with searches conducted at (ilrg.com/nlj250).
If you believe you have received this News Release by mistake, my apologies.
Please Note:
The sending of this document is completely compliant with all state and federal laws including
the federal CAN-SPAM ACT of 2003, which has jurisdiction of all email laws in the USA. Please
read about the CAN-SPAM ACT and our email policy by copying and pasting the address in between (
): (cfaba.org/cf01022.htm)
But, if you are unhappy you received this e-mail please click on the link immediately following
or at the bottom of this email. Your email address will be removed and you will receive a
confirming email that you have been removed. This is the only way that we commit to the removal
of your e-mail address.
[UNSUBSCRIBE]
If however you decide to write to us and you are not a lawyer or representing a law firm then we
consider those comments to be an "Open Letter" to us. Please read section 9 of our Email Policy
by copying and pasting the address in between ( ): (cfaba.org/cf01022.htm#9)
This document can be e-mailed in its entirety and without change, from top to bottom (please use
the forward feature at the very bottom). The printer friendly document is permanently published
at the following website address:
(cfaba.net/lawyers) you will automatically be forwarded to where that document is published at:
(openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf)
Subject:
A Special Open Letter (OL) to all at [Page-domain]. Interested in filing 1 Billion Dollar Class
Action Lawsuits(TM)?
News Release:
A Special Open Letter (OL) to all at [Page-domain]. Interested in filing 1 Billion Dollar Class
Action Lawsuits(TM)? Robert Colaco, Founder of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG),
writes the following (OL) to every lawyer and law firm in the USA that can file minimum of 1
Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM). This is time sensitive.
Published And Immediately Released On:
October 05, 2019
First Published On: October 05, 2019, 20:31 (PT)
Last Edited On: March 05, 2020, 14:42 (PT)
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An Open Letter to Attorneys who can file minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action
Lawsuits(TM):
I, Robert Colaco, Founder of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG), am looking for
lawyers and law firms that can bring minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM)
against several government entities and large private enterprise companies. I am looking for
those who can do so on a contingency-fee basis.
--------------------Background information:
--------------------I believe that the founders of the United States of America created an absolutely phenomenal
country. They did so by creating a structure in which we as citizens would have freedoms, plus
opportunities for us to fix within our government those flaws that we believe need to be fixed.
I believe that our founders truly blessed us with the foundation that we needed to have a great
nation. They did so through foundational documents such as the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution of the United States, and other great documents[101].
I am opposed to bad government at any level of government and throughout every part of the
United States of America. Our Honorary National Chairman Congressman Bill Dannemeyer (1929-2019)
said to me once, "I know why you work so hard as a volunteer in politics; because you do not
want to see America become like Iraq." He is correct.
So, if you are a patriot (one who loves and defends his or her country) of these United States
of America, I as a fellow patriot invite you to read this Open Letter. Or, if you are
potentially intrigued or favorable to the concept of bringing about the filing of these minimum
of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) for no other reason but for the potential
earnings for you and/or your law firm, then I would encourage you in the strongest terms to read
this Open Letter. Thank you in advance for doing so.
--------------------Why do I want to bring these lawsuits against those who are now on the CFABA.ORG Infamous
List(TM)?
--------------------This for me is a matter of serious principle. I was born in Baghdad, Iraq, and legally
immigrated to the United States in 1969 as a 12-year-old boy with family members. So, I could
have been a "DACA" child. I became a naturalized U.S. citizen in 1976. I believe strongly that
at the very minimum government agencies in the United States of America (USA) cannot and should
not be allowed to deceive, make commitments they do not keep, or just flat-out lie to their
constituencies (people they have sworn to serve).
This, of course, includes but is not limited to government agencies from the lowest to the
highest in the United States of America (USA). I believe this mistreatment has happened to me,
and as a matter of serious principle I believe it should not happen to anyone else.
The "serious principle" mentioned above is one of the reasons that I became seriously involved
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in politics in December 1988 by beginning my candidacy for the U.S. House of Representatives in
a district that was within the City of Los Angeles, and beyond in California. During my campaign
for the U.S. Congress from December 1988 to June 1992, I personally met about 35,000 people (I
know that because we printed double sided business cards and we basically consumed those
35,000).
After my run for the U.S. Congress, I began a political organization called Citizens For A
Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) on October 15, 1992. Its primary purpose was at the time limited
to electing morality and values-based candidates from the lowest to the highest political
positions all over the (USA).
In short, my dealings with our legal system seemed to get more and more educational throughout
my adult life. However, that education was not a positive one. Then on May 12, 2010, I had to
file a lawsuit against the trustee of my parents trust. This was one of those non-positive
experiences with our legal system from the standpoint of the trustee's lawyer seemingly by all
the evidence that was available to me had the license to be able to do any unprincipled actions
and get away with those actions. I came to discover that bar associations were basically
overwhelmed and for all intents and purposes were unable to do anything to police or truly
regulate lawyers. From that point forward I saw lawyers (including but not limited to an
Assistant District Attorney) do what I stated earlier "cannot and should not be allowed to
deceive, make commitments they do not keep, or just flat-out lie to their constituencies (people
they have sworn and taken an oath to serve)."
The most offensive and unacceptable was when my awesome wife Gail (who deeply cared and loved
her mother) and I were attempting to take care of her mother and to keep her mother from injury
or death had Kaiser Permanente and their provider Little Company Of Mary Hospital (please see
Section #6 below, concerning "'large', private enterprise entities"), basically treating me as
if I was a criminal for having the objective of keeping her mother from injury or death.
Gail and I would discover that those kinds of institutions are able to do whatever they want to
do, and government agencies basically believe that family members all are in fact guilty of
abuse of especially family members who are seniors.
We would also discover during our approximately two-year nightmare that these government
entities basically believed that the protections that are guaranteed to all American Citizens in
our American Foundational Documents[101] were meaningless trash. This also brought me to the
place where I believed "The Prosecution Team" of the County of Los Angeles and the State of
California were really not much better than the legal system of Saddam Hussein's Iraq, the very
nation that my parents fled from[102]. It is my passion to do everything that I can do within
legal means to see to it that no American citizens ever experiences what we experienced. There
is so much more that I can say about these issues, but I am attempting to keep this Open Letter
/ News Release as short as possible.
As stated in our website Our Legal System Is Broken! (OurLegalSystemIsBroken.com), "There is
much more to the story but just for the record the criminal charges against Robert and Gail
Colaco were left as (UTP), "Unable To Proceed," after about 14 months of court when Gail's
mother, the complainant, whom two doctors involved or associated with Kaiser Permanente
diagnosed her with Alzheimer's disease, was moved out of state by Gail's brother to keep Gail
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from getting conservatorship. So, bottom line Robert and Gail still DO NOT have a criminal
record even though "The Prosecution Team" worked very hard to get them a criminal record. That
UTP occurred on Monday, September 30, 2013. There was another serious problem with the Los
Angeles County court system on or about December 6, 2016 that I would very much like to bring a
class action lawsuit of those issues.
I am not certain how many lawyers reading this Open Letter would understand the injustice that I
have experienced as a Pro Per and a defendant in a criminal case that would have not seen the
light of day had it not been for the involvement and the takeover of Gail's mothers life by a
former Deputy Sheriff, without truly walking in my shoes. I understand that attorneys have
chosen the law as their life's work. Yet, what I am requesting is for lawyers and law firms to
be truly open minded about what I considered and continue to believe not receiving the "Justice
For All" that is in "The Pledge of Allegiance."
--------------------Why am I pursuing large, class action lawsuits?
--------------------Our organization purchased an Internet domain name called (OpenLetters.info) on August 5, 2008,
for the purpose of writing Open Letters to government agencies and also private enterprise
entities with which we were having problems. (By visiting that website, you can see that we had
been writing Open Letters practically since the founding of Citizens For A Better America(R).)
We published those Open Letters on one of our websites. We also disseminated those Open Letters
as we would disseminate other documents. While that website had an effect, we did not believe it
was enough of an effect.
I have believed I had no choice but to do everything that I can do, on both a personal level as
well as an organizational level, to bring about changes and fixes in that broken legal system.
Obviously, I will pursue that objective only within legal means. In this, I draw inspiration
from Nathan Hale's last words before being hanged: "I only regret that I have but one life to
give for my country"[103].
On behalf of our political organization, Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG), I
purchased an additional Internet domain name called (OurLegalSystemIsBroken.com). We launched
this domain with content in May 2018.
--------------------The Primary Goal:
--------------------The concept of these minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) is not about
the money for me to get personally. My understanding is that a "Super Plaintiff" (potentially
myself) could receive only $20,000 for the work of bringing about these class action lawsuits.
I have however found in my life that small businesses to very large government agencies are
greatly motivated by money and certainly by the loss of that money, especially in the context of
their budgets being affected. I do not believe that receiving $20,000 for all the pain, agony,
and hardship that we have experienced is worth $20,000 but it is worthwhile for stopping the
horrible behavior that we have experienced and for the sake of protecting our Constitutional
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Republic.
Rather, the goal is about fixing the wrongs that I passionately believe need to be fixed, so
that the United States of America does not follow the negative course of Iraq, the country in
which I was born and lived until the age of 12.
In order to provide additional pertinent details for any lawyer and/or any law firm considering
representation, after my closing below I will include a section titled "Additional Information"
in Q & A format.
I hope to hear from you at your earliest possible convenience. Thank you for taking the time to
read this Open Letter.
With All Sincerity,
Robert Colaco
Volunteer National Chairman, Founder
Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG)
Federal regulatory body F.E.C. ID #: C00278333
California regulatory body F.P.P.C. ID #: 1265022
Tel.: (818) 574-8911
PO BOX 1949, LITTLEROCK, CA 93543-5949
All contact information including e-mail addresses can be found at the following link (contact
us):
cfaba.org/cf01003.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01003.htm
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
--------------------What is the legal training of Robert Colaco, if any?
--------------------I purchased, downloaded, and studied several nolo.com books so that I might be able to file a
lawsuit as a Pro Per. I filed that lawsuit on May 12, 2010. I began my business career in 1975,
while attending college. In that business career, from 1975 to the current day, I have written
numerous business agreements.
--------------------Is there anything else you would like to say about the bringing of these massive class action
lawsuits?
--------------------- Regarding Google: Yes, I wish to bring a minimum of $1,000,000,000 class action lawsuit
against Google for not allowing content that they believe is counter to their political
position(s) to be sent to the email addresses at Google's gmail.com.
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- Regarding other Internet Service Providers: Also, bringing about the filing of the class
action lawsuits against large Internet Service Providers (ISP'S) and particularly large Internet
email providers such as but not limited to Google, Yahoo, AOL, those that provide email
addresses to customers and thereby are able to block emails being received by those same
customers. When the Congress of the United States and the President created the Canspam Act of
2003, they did not put into place how a political organization like ours would communicate with
the general public using email. Unfortunately, to say that these large email providers have not
been helpful is a gross understatement.
Whether any of us as Americans like it or not, the Internet in its broadest terms, as well as
email service providers that I mentioned directly above, have become like the monopolies of old
and are basically able to cut off access to untold millions of email addresses that have been
posted on the Internet for the entire world to see. Yet, political organizations like ours
basically cannot communicate with those email addresses and communicate with those individuals
even though we are 100% compliant with the Canspam Act of 2003. Also, we as a political
organization do not have to comply with the Canspam Act of 2003 even though we are voluntarily
complying with it. The Canspam Act of 2003 is basically for commercial or business entities to
comply with. So, in very simple terms, we are unable to send to those email addresses. I would
like to fix this problem, even if that means filing individually minimum of 1 (One) Billion
Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) against each and every email provider, as mentioned above.
In our email documents we write, "Please read about the CAN-SPAM ACT and our email
policy..."[104].
- Regarding recruiting legal representation outside of California: A lawyer with whom I spoke
suggested that, since I desire to bring lawsuits against government entities in the State of
California, the best course of action is use lawyers and law firms willing to do so and that do
not obtain most of their revenues from activities within the State of California. It is for this
reason that we are attempting to recruit lawyers and law firms from elsewhere in the United
States. That includes but is not limited to Internet searches that we have done beginning with
the 350 largest law firms in the United States of America at (ilrg.com/nlj250)!
- Regarding possible misunderstandings: I, Robert Colaco, as the Founder and Volunteer National
Chairman of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) recognize that there are significant
risks associated with writing such an Open Letter in terms of the general public potentially
misunderstanding. I am attempting in this Open Letter to minimize those potential
misunderstandings. Because this is an Open Letter, I must not only write it for every lawyer
and every law firm in the United States, but also to the potentially vast number of people who
are not lawyers, but who might read this Open Letter.
- Regarding communications: I say the above because, as an organization, we have had unique
opportunities to communicate with individuals, candidates for public office, political
organizations, newspapers, radio stations, television stations, churches, and other nonprofit
organizations on our "Commentary and News Release List"(TM) sent via FAX from the year 1997
through 2000. Since the year 2000, we have attempted to solve critical challenges in being able
to create the infrastructure to achieve all of the goals that we have established for creating
our "Commentary and News Release List"(TM) sent via email, that we have finally achieved in the
year 2019.
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- Regarding the court system in California: What began as a result of that legal action that I
undertook as a Pro Per in May of 2010 I filed a lawsuit as a Pro Per (a self-represented
individual in a court case). As a result of what happened with my dealings with the court system
in the County of Los Angeles and with what I have come to understand as the connected court
system in the State of California, I began to have strong negative opinions concerning these
court systems.
- Concerning Open Letters written by me: Previous to May of 2010, as we state in one of our
websites, (OpenLetters.info)[105]:
"In October 2007, we came to the conclusion that we needed to do more for consumers who do
business with American companies. We must broaden the Mission Statement of Citizens For A Better
America(R) (CFABA.ORG) to include the Consumers and the Taxpayers of the United States of
America. Then in January of 2009 we launched this website to centralize what we were already
doing to fight for the Citizens and Consumers of America."
When we launched our website (OpenLetters.info)[105] in the "What are our goals?" section we
state:
"Part of this website's job is to encourage businesses to provide better service and or
products. Another part is to continue to encourage your government to watch out for you."
I did not anticipate nor think that the following year I would come to a belief that the
statement directly above is not sufficient as a matter of public policy when it comes to how to
deal with both businesses and government entities.
However, I have experienced several things as a result of my attitudes as far as these court
systems and what I ought to do about it, both on a personal as well as an organizational basis.
Basically, because of my illness of diabetes and the effects that it has had on my body
basically causing great damage to my hands to the point where I can no longer type using my
hands it takes an enormous amount of effort for me to write documents like this one. I have to
write them using "Speech Recognition Software". Basically, because I must use "speech
recognition software," which is extremely inaccurate to accomplish the objective of writing more
than something like, "Thank you so much for your email."
I am deeply saddened to communicate that I no longer believe it is sufficient to write just Open
Letters and post them on our website (OpenLetters.info)[105]. One of the reasons is that it is
extremely costly to write Open Letters in terms of the time and energy that it now takes for me
to do so.
I believe that unless businesses and government entities have serious financial penalties for
their "bad behavior," they may not adopt policies to correct that "bad behavior."
What began as a result of that legal action that I undertook as a Pro Per, I now strongly
believe that I as an individual as well as the Founder and Volunteer National Chairman of
Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) as a matter of public policy need to bring class
action lawsuits, especially against government entities whose actions are destructive to the
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constituencies they are supposed to protect and to serve.
While this attitude shift on my part does also affect my dealings with businesses, they are in a
different parameter. What I mean by that is that we as Americans have the option of doing
business with another competing business if we are unsatisfied with the service we receive.
There are exceptions to this, public utilities, which are monopolies, as well as other
monopolies such as Microsoft Corporation. Yes, that is correct; I wrote Microsoft Corporation
because they have the ability to seriously destroy people's lives by destroying the
functionality of their computers.
- Regarding the bringing of these massive class action lawsuits against the part of our
government entities that are the most needed by the individuals that are the least able to fight
for themselves when they have been abused and wronged as my wife Gail and I have been:
I am speaking of the Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services (LACO DPSS) and the
State of California regulatory body that is to regulate the activities of (LACO DPSS), that
government entity is the California Department of Social Services (CA DSS). These two
government entities are very seriously broken. I do not know all the reasons why these two
government entities are very seriously broken but it appears that they all are overwhelmed.
By all the evidence that is available to me, their ability to retaliate against individuals that
have not worshiped at their altar is nothing but absolutely stunning, as we have personally
experienced. In fact, so much so that we decided to actually publish online for the entire
world to see all of the emails that we have sent to both since December 14, 2012.[106]
In fact, in the last communication that I had with the assistant to the Judge[107] that ruled in
our favor after a very long telephonic judicial hearing and a request by that Judge to have
additional time to prepare his ruling, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Social
Services (LACO DPSS) basically treated his judicial ruling as meaningless trash. I do not know
what the statute of limitations are with all the other class action lawsuits that I would like
to bring these class action lawsuits are probably the most closest to my heart because of all
the implications but not limited to the fact that I have spent the most amount of time, energy,
and distress in dealing with these entities and definitely last but not least all of the
documents that I have written which can be seen at[106].
This lawsuit under the section "Appeal Rights" states the following:
"You may ask for judicial review of this decision by filing a petition in Superior Court under
Code of Civil Procedure 1094.5 within one year after you receive this decision. You may file
this petition without asking for a rehearing. No filing fees are required. You may be entitled
to reasonable attorney's fees and costs if the Court renders a final decision in your favor.
You may contact Legal Services for assistance."
We received this ruling on October 10, 2018.[108]
I filed a lawsuit / petition on October 10, 2019 against the Los Angeles County Department of
Public Social Services (LACO DPSS)[109]. I have placed all the pertinent documents there. I
well recognize that I would not have done as good a job as an attorney (that is probably some
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incredible understatement).
I filed a lawsuit / petition on October 10, 2019 against the California Department of Social
Services (CA DSS)[110]. I have placed all the pertinent documents there. I well recognize that
I would not have done as good a job as an attorney (that is probably some incredible
understatement).
My wife Gail has not been paid since April 16, 2018, at a rate of about $1600 per month. And
yes, we are suffering greatly. However, I would still like to bring these lawsuits as minimum
of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM).
--------------------Are there any other kinds of lawsuits that I would like to bring?
--------------------Yes, if you as a lawyer or a law firm are interested in potentially representing me as an
individual or organizationally for registered trademark infringements to our name "Citizens For
A Better America"(R) on a contingency fee basis.
--------------------What qualities do I seek in a law firm?
--------------------- Loyalty to client: It is my expectation that they are loyal to me, loyal to the potential
class of the class action lawsuit, loyal to the cause of what that lawsuit can accomplish in the
United States, including taking that case all the way to the United States Supreme Court
(SCOTUS).
It is my understanding that it is the job of lawyers to talk to the opposing side. However, I
would expect that my lawyer not be enamored with the other side, nor in any way provide legal
counsel for the benefit of an opposing side.
- Agreement concerning a contingency fee basis: It is my expectation that the law firm resist
the temptation to settle the case so that they can get their contingency fee, since it is my
desire to have these minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) brought about
on a contingency fee basis.
- To communicate to me when there are are potential negative pitfalls to a course of action that
I may take.
- Open and honest line of communication: It is my expectation that my lawyers put forth maximum
effort to hear me and understand what I am saying about each case, and not to think that they
will somehow be able to encourage me, distract me, cajole me, mock me, harass me, nudge me, or
try to get me to settle so that they can get their contingency fee. The bottom line for me is
not about the money; it is about correcting problems that I have expressed to the
highest-ranking manager or executive at practically every institution that I have attempted to
reach on what I have called the "CFABA.ORG Infamous List"(TM) (named below).
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--------------------What have you done on your part to make the task of bringing these minimum of 1 (One) Billion
Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) easier to accomplish and to win?
--------------------Because about 20 to 30 years ago I was accused as a result of a telephone conversation of doing
something I did not do, I began the policy of recording all telephone calls, with at least my
side of the conversation. (Phone calls with my wife are exempted from this.) If a government
entity or large private enterprise organization is recording on their end, then it is my policy
to inform them that I will be recording both sides of the conversation. Some of these minimum
of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) are about when they have refused to allow me
to record both sides of the conversation even though they are recording both sides of the
conversation on their end. Or, for that matter when I have had problems with that entity.
I have attempted to warn all who are on this list of the serious possibility of bringing these
minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM). There are, however, exceptions like
the "Prosecution Team" and other large organizations like Microsoft.
I as an individual, as well as the Founder and Volunteer National Chairman of Citizens For A
Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG), am seeking lawyers or law firms that are potentially willing to
bring these class action lawsuits against (but not limited to) the entities on the "CFABA.ORG
Infamous List"(TM) listed at the end of this document.
--------------------How far are you Robert Colaco willing to go to bring about the changes that have to do with each
class action lawsuit?
--------------------As I said in the beginning of this document, "I believe that the founders of the United States
of America created an absolutely phenomenal country." A very critical part of what makes the
(USA) an awesome and great country is that it is a nation that has as its foundation the
incredible documents that the USA was founded on. It was founded on Judeo-Christian principles.
Those principles that have been greatly attacked by various aspects of our society are still
present in our society but greatly diminished.
Part of what has diminished in our society are the morality and values of the individuals who
are running the various entities that I would like to bring these minimum of 1 (One) Billion
Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM). By all the evidence that is available to me, it just appears
that they do not care. They do not care how bottom line they abuse their customers, members,
and constituencies no matter what they call those constituencies.
It is my hope, my desire, and passion to do all that I can do within legal means to make the
changes that I believe desperately need to be made. That includes but is not limited to taking
some of these cases up to the United States Supreme Court (SCOTUS), changing the laws (numerous)
as an example in the State of California.
--------------------Robert Colaco, what are the range of years that the problems with these entities occurred?
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--------------------As I stated below:
"Taco Bell. Taco Bell IP Holder, LLC. Since the incident that took place that put me in the
hospital occurred in December 2011 this entity may be disqualified." This incident is actually
the oldest.
The two incidents that are the closest to the finalizing of this document happened when I spoke
to the highest-ranking individual that they gave me to speak with at the office of R. Carter
Pate-CEO on August 26, 2019.
From their website:
"ATLANTA, June 24, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- The Providence Service Corporation (Providence)
(Nasdaq: PRSC) and its subsidiary, LogistiCare Solutions, LLC (LogistiCare), today announced
that effective immediately R. Carter Pate will serve as Interim Chief Executive Officer of
LogistiCare. Mr. Pate will continue his duties as Providence's Interim CEO and assumes the
responsibilities of Jeff Felton, who has resigned as CEO of LogistiCare effective immediately."
Since it appears to me that the aspect of establishing what the statute of limitations for each
Class Action Lawsuit is difficult enough for there to be perhaps some very serious research I
decided to list them for you to ultimately decide whether there is a possibility of that lawsuit
to go forward.
The last event occurred on 2019-10-17, October 17, 2019 when I spoke to Nancy (she said that she
was the only one in management with that name) of INTEGON National Insurance Company about a
very frustrating issue that I had with their written communication that I had received Nancy
basically told me the written communication is basically under the policies and processes of the
State of California Department of Insurance.
--------------------Robert Colaco, why have you done what you have done?
---------------------

Meaning, this entire methodology?

The answer to this question has its roots in the legal challenges that God has blessed me with.
The most striking of those is when I had to file that lawsuit back in May of 2010. I attempted
to find a lawyer and basically failed because I did not have the resources (funds) to contract a
lawyer.
Another example is when I attempted to obtain legal advice, against the government entities
whose mission had as part of their names "Social Services," for example Los Angeles County
Department of Public Social Services (LACO DPSS) and/or California Department of Social Services
(CA DSS), I could not even get one of those legal services to answer the phone for me to be able
to even leave a voicemail message. Their phone lines were busy every time I attempted to call.
In my business life I have attempted with great effort to not waste my time. So, I thought that
if I was to possibly succeed I needed as big a pool of lawyers and large law firms to contact as
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possible. Namely, the 350 largest law firms in the USA. I became convinced that our legal
system is broken and purchased that domain, (OurLegalSystemIsBroken.com) on August 4, 2010!
Bottom line, we have been working to accomplish this entire virtually impossible project since
August 4, 2010!
--------------------Robert Colaco, it appears that you are wanting to bring lawsuits against every entity that you
have had contact with. Are there actual entities that you do not want to bring lawsuits
against?
--------------------Yes, there are.
As a joke and being sincere I have told entities that I am like a secret shopper. I can seem to
discover when an entity has a problem of some kind. I have and continue to believe that no
matter what the organization is that they would want to know when their constituencies are
having a problem which some aspect of that organization. I give them the benefit of the doubt
and attempt with great effort to communicate with them to fix the challenges and the problems
that I have experienced.
I have and continue to work with entities as that informal secret shopper. However, this can
only work when individuals within that organization(s) have an attitude that they want there to
be competence and excellence within that organization.
--------------------Robert Colaco, what's New, what changes have I made to this document and when in the not too
distant past I made them? (Please, do not bother taking the time to read the section unless you
are somewhat serious about this entire process).
--------------------When we first published this document and began to email it out we were attempting to meet a
deadline of filing lawsuits that were petitions to a higher judicial body for review on October
10, 2019. After meeting that deadline we have been reviewing this document to make sure that it
is as excellent as it can possibly be.
One of the most significant changes that have been made to this document from its first
publication and sending by e-mail on October 5, 2019 was to redo the different entities that I
desire to bring class action lawsuits against to basically put all the potential class action
lawsuits against government entities in the beginning of the different sections. So, in simple
terms I reordered the different types of government entities to be in sections 1 to 5.
In an effort to have complete and total integrity about this process I am publishing the
different documents (two of them) that were sent to lawyers and law firms in the same website
folder that this document is published in. As an example, this document is published in the
following website folder:
(openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/)
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The first document that was sent is in that folder with the name of:
"20191005_2032_20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf"
The second document that was sent is in that folder with the name of:
"20191007_2039_20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf"
The third document that was sent is in that folder with the name of:
"20191007_2120_20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf"
The fourth document that was sent or uploaded is in that folder with the name of:
"20191223_1451_20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf"
So basically the date in front of _20191005 is the date that it was edited as an example
"20191007_2120_20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf" "20191007_2120_" was edited
on October 7, 2019 at 21:20 hours or 9:20 PM (Pacific time).
We also confirmed that names of documents or website links in .pdf documents that go on to more
than one line in simple terms do not work. So, we have to either rename that link name or just
not included it as an actual link.
--------------------Robert Colaco, since there is so much talk in the USA about whether an individual supports
Socialism, are you a Socialist?
--------------------No, I am not.
--------------------Robert Colaco, what are your preferred methods that you would like to be contacted?
--------------------Since I am well aware that lawyers and law firms preferred communication is in writing, here are
my preferences:
Start here
One. By e-mail. Please click the "Contact Us" link at the bottom of this document in our
CFABA.ORG website.
Two. Phone call. You are invited to call the phone number for Citizens For A Better America(R)
(CFABA.ORG) 24/7 at (818)574-8911. If I am available, I will answer the phone. If I am
unavailable, your call will go directly to voicemail.
Three.

USPS snail mail.

We normally go to pick up our mail at our PO BOX 1949, LITTLEROCK, CA
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93543-5949 once every 2 to 6 weeks. We have had lawyers who actually care about us send an
e-mail and then take that same document and send it by USPS snail mail.
When you contact us, please let us know what entity or entities you are potentially wanting to
bring a minimum of 1 (One) Billion Dollar Class Action Lawsuits(TM) against.
-----------------NOTICE:
NOTICE:
------------------

NOTICE:

If you are receiving this document by e-mail, then each one of the links below all are
completely identical. They are all completely identical because each website link is for your
e-mail address and your e-mail address only. This is happening so that Your individual email is
linked to that website link. When you click on the collectible information website link, it
will take you to that specific website link. There is nothing to be concerned about, because it
is our organization Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) that is sending you the emails
that is getting that information.
The organization that is sending you the emails is under the control and leadership of yours
truly, Robert Colaco. The organization is:
Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG)
In an effort to do all that I, Robert Colaco, can do to minimize concerns over clicking on those
links that can be accessed with just a click, I have placed in that description the website
address. Some who are reading this document may prefer to copy and paste the website link in
their browser.
As an example, to reach one of Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) newest websites, you
can copy and paste (ourlegalsystemisbroken.com). I have placed in the line directly above the
website link that begins with (http://) the website address without the (http://) so that it can
be copied and pasted into your Internet browser. The copy and paste version will not have the
(http://) because if it did it would automatically have the clickable website link.
Also, since Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG) has numerous websites that have
content, I will list when that website is a Citizens For A Better America(R) (CFABA.ORG)
website. Again, as an example, (ourlegalsystemisbroken.com) is a Citizens For A Better
America(R) (CFABA.ORG) website.
-----------------(CFABA.ORG) INFAMOUS LIST(TM).
----------------------------------Please Note: The following websites have been viewed between August 19-28, 2019; October 05,
2019; and also viewed on October 16, 2019.
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1. The following Los Angeles County government entities that either call themselves or
communicate they are the "Prosecution Team":
a. Adult Protective Services.
wdacs.lacounty.gov/programs/aps/
https://wdacs.lacounty.gov/programs/aps/
b. County Counsel's Office.
counsel.lacounty.gov/
https://counsel.lacounty.gov/
c. County Courts.
lacourt.org/
http://www.lacourt.org/
d. District Attorney's Office.
da.co.la.ca.us/
http://da.co.la.ca.us/
e. Elder Abuse Unit.
da.co.la.ca.us/seniors/
http://da.co.la.ca.us/seniors/
f. County of Los Angeles Department of Animal Care and Control.
animalcare.lacounty.gov/
https://animalcare.lacounty.gov/
g. Department of Public Works
dpw.lacounty.gov/bsd/content/
https://dpw.lacounty.gov/bsd/content/
h. Sheriff's department.
lasd.org/
https://lasd.org/
2. The following Los Angeles County government entities under the auspices of Los Angeles County
Department of Health Services:
a. Los Angeles County Department of Health Services as an entity.
dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/
http://dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/
b. LAC + USC medical center.
dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/lacusc/
http://dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/lacusc/
c. Mid Valley Comprehensive Health Center
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dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/midvalley
http://dhs.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dhs/midvalley
3. The following Kern County, CA, government entities:
a. Bakersfield POLICE Department
bakersfieldcity.us/gov/depts/police/default.htm
https://bakersfieldcity.us/gov/depts/police/default.htm
b. Superior Court of California
COUNTY OF KERN
kern.courts.ca.gov/
https://www.kern.courts.ca.gov/
c. Kern County District Attorney
kerncounty.com/da/
https://www.kerncounty.com/da/
d. KERN COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
kernsheriff.org/
http://kernsheriff.org/
4. The following State of California government entities:
h. California LifeLine Program (California LifeLine)
californialifeline.com/en
https://www.californialifeline.com/en
a. Court system.
courts.ca.gov/
http://www.courts.ca.gov/
b. Department of Health Services.
dhcs.ca.gov/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/Pages/default.aspx
Department of Insurance
insurance.ca.gov/
https://www.insurance.ca.gov/
c. Department of Motor Vehicles.
"About CalSTA - CalSTA manages California's roads, trains, and water transportation systems."
(From Website)
dmv.ca.gov/portal/dmv
https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/dmv
calsta.ca.gov/
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https://calsta.ca.gov/
d. Department of Social Services.
cdss.ca.gov/
http://www.cdss.ca.gov/
e. Fair Political Practices Commission.
fppc.ca.gov/
http://www.fppc.ca.gov/
f. Governor.
gov.ca.gov/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/
g. Legislature.
legislature.ca.gov/
http://www.legislature.ca.gov/
i. Secretary Of State and the Political Reform Division (PRD).
sos.ca.gov/campaign-lobbying/
http://www.sos.ca.gov/campaign-lobbying/
j. The State Medi-Cal System and the Affordable Care Act (aka, Obamacare).
dhcs.ca.gov/individuals/Pages/AffordableCareActLinks.aspx
https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/individuals/Pages/AffordableCareActLinks.aspx
5. The following Federal government entities:
a. Federal Election Commission.
fec.gov/
https://www.fec.gov/
b. United States Patent and Trademark Office.
uspto.gov/
https://www.uspto.gov/
c. United States Postal Service.
usps.com/
https://www.usps.com/
6. The following "large", private enterprise entities:
a. 1&1 IONOS Inc.
ionos.com/
https://www.ionos.com/
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b. AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE, AMR.
amr.net/home/national
https://www.amr.net/home/national
c. Asurion.
asurion.com/about/
https://www.asurion.com/about/
d. Enterprise Rent-A-Car.
enterprise.com/en/home.html
https://www.enterprise.com/en/home.html
e. GEICO.
geico.com/
https://www.geico.com/
f. Health Net, Inc. - "Health Net, Inc. became a wholly owned subsidiary of Centene Corporation
(NYSE: CNC) upon the consummation of the merger on March 24, 2016. Health Net shares are no
longer publicly traded." (From Website)
healthnet.com/
https://www.healthnet.com/
investor.health.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=70296&p=irol-irhome
http://investor.health.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=70296&p=irol-irhome
g. hp.com
h. Little Company Of Mary Hospital.
lcmh.org/
https://www.lcmh.org/
i. Magic Jack - "magicJack, LP, YMAX Communications Corporation and magicJack VocalTec Ltd."
(From Website)
MagicJack.com
https://www.magicjack.com/
j. Microsoft Corp.
microsoft.com/en-us/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
k. Motel 6.
motel6.com/#/home
https://www.motel6.com/#/home
l. National General Insurance (aka, Good Sam).
nationalgeneral.com/
http://www.nationalgeneral.com/
goodsam.com/
https://www.goodsam.com/
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m. National Seating & Mobility.
nsm-seating.com/
https://www.nsm-seating.com/
n. Official Payments Corporation.
officialpayments.com/index.jsp
https://www.officialpayments.com/index.jsp
o. Palmdale Regional Medical Center.
palmdaleregional.com/
https://www.palmdaleregional.com/
r. Pep Boys Tires, Parts
"Since a 2016 acquisition, Pep Boys is owned by Icahn Automotive Group LLC, which was formed by
its parent, Icahn Enterprises L.P., to invest in and operate businesses involved in aftermarket
parts distribution and service." (From Website)
pepboys.com/pep-boys-story
https://www.pepboys.com/pep-boys-story
o. "RetailMeNot is proud to be recognized in many areas, including our outstanding employee work
culture and for our retail technology innovations." (From Website)
retailmenot.com/corp/about/
https://www.retailmenot.com/corp/about/
p. Sam's Club.
samsclub.com/
https://www.samsclub.com/
q. Spectrum / Time Warner Cable
Charter Communications
spectrum.com/
https://www.spectrum.com/
r. Taco Bell. Taco Bell IP Holder, LLC.
Since the incident that took place that put me in the hospital occurred in December 2011, this
entity may be disqualified.
I have received a "Access Denied - You don't have permission to access"
tacobell.com/
https://www.tacobell.com/
s. Target Brands, Inc.
target.com/
https://www.target.com/
t. The Providence Service Corporation
"The Providence Service Corporation (Providence) (Nasdaq: PRSC) and its subsidiary, LogistiCare
Solutions, LLC (LogistiCare), today announced that effective immediately R. Carter Pate will
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serve as Interim Chief Executive Officer of LogistiCare." (From Website)
prscholdings.com/
https://www.prscholdings.com/
logisticare.com/
https://www.logisticare.com/
u. Thousand Trails, a subsidiary of Equity Lifestyle Properties.
thousandtrails.com/
https://www.thousandtrails.com/
equitylifestyleproperties.com/
https://www.equitylifestyleproperties.com/
v. The Neat Company, Inc.
neat.com/
https://www.neat.com/
w. Walmart.
https://www.walmart.com/
x. WorldMark by Wyndham.
"Wyndham Vacation Packages | Proudly Supports Timeshare.com
© 2005 - 2019 Wyndham Resort Development Corporation. All rights reserved. WorldMark® is a
federally registered service mark of Wyndham Resort Development Corporation (6277 Sea Harbor
Drive, Orlando, FL 32821). WRD Real Estate, Inc., licensed in OR. Void where state registration
requirements have not been met." (From Website)
worldmarkbywyndham.com/
https://www.worldmarkbywyndham.com/
7. The following Banks / Banking entities:
a. Bank of the Sierra.
bankofthesierra.com/
https://www.bankofthesierra.com/
b. Chase Bank.
chase.com/
https://www.chase.com/
c. FB Corporation - First Bank.
firstbanks.com/
https://firstbanks.com/
d. Wells Fargo Bank.
wellsfargo.com/
https://www.wellsfargo.com/
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8. The following entities that I believe do not belong in groups 1 to 7 above:
a. AAA.
calstate.aaa.com/
https://calstate.aaa.com/
b. Access Paratransit.
accessla.org/home/index.html
https://accessla.org/home/index.html
c. Antelope Valley Hospital.
avhospital.org/
https://www.avhospital.org/
d. Kaiser Permanente.
healthy.kaiserpermanente.org/
https://healthy.kaiserpermanente.org/
e. L.A. Care.
lacare.org/
https://www.lacare.org/
f. Los Angeles County Department Of Public Social Services (LACO DPSS).
http://dpss.lacounty.gov/wps/portal/dpss
g. The State Bar of California.
http://www.calbar.ca.gov/
--------------------Footnotes:
Footnotes [101] to [111] are CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG) websites except [103].
Also, since I am well aware that Lawyers handling of paper documents are overwhelmingly letter
size paper I have handled the some of the very long links where part of the website address is
longer than the line (the link then does NOT work) I have created what is called a Redirect. As
an example cfaba.net/lawyers will actually bring you to this webpage even though the whole
webpage address without the http:// is:
(openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf)
[101] Our American Foundational Documents!
cfaba.org/cf01005.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01005.htm
[102] Robert Colaco Political Biography:
cfaba.org/cf01027.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01027.htm
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[103] "I only regret that I have but one life to give for my country."
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan_Hale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan_Hale
[104] "Please read about the CAN-SPAM ACT and our email policy"
cfaba.org/cf01022.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01022.htm
[105] What is OpenLetters.info?
OpenLetters.info/op01001.htm
http://www.OpenLetters.info/op01001.htm
[106] The webpage that has a list of all the emails written and sent to Los Angeles County
Department of Public Social Services (LACO DPSS) and/or California Department of Social Services
(CA DSS):
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/
[107] "In fact in the last communication that I had with the assistant to the Judge":
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/20190320_An-OL-2-JL-Harris.pdf
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov-ol/20190320_An-OL-2-JL-Harris.pdf
[108] "We received this ruling on October 10, 2018."
http://ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20181010_DECISION_IHSS.pdf
ourlegalsystemisbroken.com/ca-gov/20181010_DECISION_IHSS.pdf
[109] "I filed a lawsuit / petition on October 10, 2019 against the Los Angeles County
Department of Public Social Services (LACO DPSS) [109]." Please go to the following website
link to see not only the lawsuit but the exhibits 0001 to 0003.
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0003/
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0003/
[110] "I filed a lawsuit / petition on October 10, 2019 against the California Department of
Social Services (CA DSS) [110]." Please go to the following website link to see not only the
lawsuit but the exhibits 0001 to 0003.
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0004/
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0004/
[111] All contact information including e-mail addresses can be found at the following link
(contact us):
cfaba.org/cf01003.htm
http://www.cfaba.org/cf01003.htm
--------------------This document was edited by an outside editor.
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--------------------(c) Copyright, 1992-2020. All Rights Reserved. CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG).
This communication has been authorized, paid for, and published by CITIZENS FOR A BETTER
AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG). This is not authorized by any candidate or candidate committee.
The (R) after the exact term of "Citizens For A Better America" stands for a federally
Registered Trademark filed with the US Patents & Trademarks Office. To see the latest status of
that registered trademark please see:
tsdr.uspto.gov/#caseNumber=78030621&caseType=SERIAL_NO&searchType=statusSearch
The (TM) after any term means that it is a Trademark. All Trademarks and Registered Trademarks
are the property of CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG) or Robert Colaco and may not be
used without written permission.
DOCUMENT NAME(S) AND POSTING LINK INFORMATION:
DOCUMENT EMAIL NAME:
20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.txt
DOCUMENT POSTING/PDF NAME:
20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf
THIS DOCUMENT POSTING LINK ADDRESS (POSTED IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE SENDING BY
EMAIL):
openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf
or cfaba.net/lawyers
http://openletters.info/ol-pdfs/0002/20191005_Robert-Colaco-OL-to-Lawyers-in-the-USA.pdf
THIS IS THE END OF OPEN LETTER / NEWS RELEASE FROM CITIZENS FOR A BETTER AMERICA(R) (CFABA.ORG).
---------------------
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